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Drilling

Wood-plastic composites

CNC processing

Perfection in Automation for the woodworking industry
Mobile automation
A glance inside the cab of a modern slope tractor, forwarder, log skidder or
other special-purpose forestry vehicle is all it takes to observe the unmistakable trend towards highly impressive electronic controls and visual display systems. B&R's portfolio of mobile automation products offers rugged visualization, operation, PLC and safety control solutions for superior performance in the
most demanding mobile applications.

The perfect solution for all machine sizes
Woodworking machines big and small require an optimal hardware solution in
order to ensure an efficient configuration. Supported by the unique Automation Studio software package for PLC, HMI, motion, and communication tasks,
the extensive product range from B&R provides the flexibility to develop machines with optimized hardware in no time flat, resulting in considerable total
cost reductions.

100% integration of motion, CNC and robotics
Generic Motion Control (GMC) integrates standard CNC, motion control and robotics functionality in a uniquely versatile control system. It offers the user an
intelligent and efficient solution with virtually limitless applications. For example, it's possible to synchronize a mobile CNC head with the movement of a
conveyor belt. The station then moves along with the conveyor belt, running
the CNC program as the workpiece is transported.

Industry trend: WPC (wood-plastic composite)
The production of WPCs involves processes that are unconventional for the wood
industry. These processes, like injection molding and extrusion, are more typical
of the plastics industry. With B&R's leading position in the plastics industry, manufacturers of wood processing machines can benefit from well-established
processing solutions that can be applied to the production of WPCs.
Systems & Service LLC
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Integrated safety technology
openSAFETY is a modularly structured and fully integrated protocol for communicating data crucial to the safe operation of industrial machinery. With extremely short cycle times, it minimizes safety circuit response times. Intelligent
electronics replace traditional safety wiring and allow coordinated safety reactions – from the simplest applications to the most complex and rigorously safeguarded motion control, robotics and CNC systems.

MASCHINEN & SYSTEMTECHNOLOGIEN
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Cutting

<< Laser detection of trunk cross section
<< Servo drive with integrated I/O for fast
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response times
Field I/O with up to 100 m between
modules
Real-time integration with camera
system

Cost-effective
Compact automation
Highly flexible production
Integrated safety technology including SafeMOTION with openSAFETY

MASCHINEN & SYSTEMTECHNOLOGIEN

Energy monitoring
When it comes to improving production efficiency, the first step is to analyze
where, when and how much energy is actually being consumed. The APROL
EnMon solution is used to acquire all relevant energy data and generate comprehensive reports for its evaluation and interpretation. This easily integrated
complete solution, which runs on B&R's Automation PC 910, is a simple way to
implement the requirements specified in ISO 50001. APROL EnMon helps considerably reduce energy consumption, with the resulting financial savings
strengthening users' competitive edge.

DROSTE

Drying

Pressing

Milling

Gluing

<< Energy-optimized regulation of

<< Condition monitoring
<< Temperature control during laminate

<< Tool selection via open communi-
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HOLETEC

Investment security
Compact controllers, high-end systems or industrial PCs – all B&R products
provide complete compatibility. Once tested, software components can be
reused without modifications, even with different controller generations.

Debarking

B

HOLETEC

temperature and moisture
High CPU performance for calculating
mathematical models
No memory limits
Seamless interface with MATLAB
Remote I/O with IP20/IP67 protection

application
<< Speed control depending on laminate
material and required pressure
<< Hydraulic pressure control
<< Hydraulic servo pump drive

cation with POWERLINK
<< Open fieldbuses for optimal cabling
<< Distributed I/O with IP20 and IP67
protection
<< Generic Motion Control (GMC): 100%
integration of motion control, CNC and
robotics

CAM and CNC for rounded profiles
Electronic gears
Flying saws
Custom profiles
Trigger functions

Plastic-wood composites
<<
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<<
<<
<<

Extrusion
Injection molding
Temperature control
Startup profiles
Flexible hydraulic concept

Open and flexible architectureB&R systems are open to standardized communication interfaces at the machine and ERP level. The same PLC software can
be used in any and all devices. Dynamic I/O configurations allow the same
software to be used for different hardware topologies. The result is a costeffective and highly flexible solution.
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Drilling

CNC processing

Finishing / coating

Grinding

The line solution

<< NC control
<< Simultaneous control of multiple

<< 16 simultaneous CNC channels
<< 15 axes per CNC channel
<< Up to 100 interpolated axes or

<< Control via mobile operator panels
<< Open architecture with POWERLINK
<< CNC or setpoint generation

<< POWERLINK: industrial, real time,

<< POWERLINK: real-time industrial

drills
<< Dynamic axis coupling
<< Online position control
<< Sensorless motion control
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spindles
Custom CNC functions
All types of kinematics
Dedicated hardware/software
Various technologies: servo, stepper,
induction

(trajectory planning)

<< Direct drives for injection robots
<< SafeROBOTICS
<< Full integration of machinery and
robotics

deterministic
<< Jitter-free synchronization between
inputs, outputs and conveyor belts
<< Flexible hardware/software
configuration
<< Condition monitoring

Ethernet

<< Seamless safety concept across
entire line

<< Data acquisition and production data
management with APROL Factory
Automation
<< Energy efficiency with APROL EnMon

